We call a vector x E R" highly regular if it satisfies < x , m > = 0 for some short, non-zero integer vector m where < . , . > is the inner product. We present an algorithm which given x E R" and Q E IN finds a highly regular nearby point x' and a short integer relation m for x'.
Introduction
Let L c R" be a lattice, i. e. a discrete subgroup of the real n-dimensional vector space that generates a linear subspace spun(L) of dimension n. Suppose we are given, e. g. by physicalmeasurements, approximate lattice vectors &, . . . , bk , k > n . For nearly every lattice problem we need a basis and even a reduced basis of the lattice. However, the disturbed vectors b l , . . . , bk may generate a subgroup of the R" that may be very different from L , possibly even non-discrete, so that it is impossible to obtain from &, . . . , bk by unimodular basis transformations even an approximate basis of the lattice L. It is therefore necessary to correct b l , . . . , b k . In the case n = 1 this amounts to replacing the given reals closest point (xi,. . . , x;) that admits k -1 linear dependency relations that are linearly independent and have small integer coefficients. These linear relations define the generator of the lattice up to integer multiples. In this paper we propose an algorithm for solving this problem. For simplicity we concentrate on the case of single relations. The case of several linear independent integer relations can be solved by a straightforward extension of our algorithm.
The main problem solved in this paper can also be described as to find a stable version of the HJLSalgorithm of Hastad, Just, Lagarias and Schnorr [5] where the stability means that the algorithm corrects small distortions of the input. Interestingly, already the L3-algorithm of Lenstra, Lenstra, Lovhz [8] has the same stability problem in case that the given basis vectors are real vectors that are given with slight distortions. Following the analysis of Buchmann [2] the L3-algorithm works fine if the distortions of the input are small compared to the first successive minimum XI of the lattice. However, if XI is arbitrarily small there is no way other than to correct the given input.
Given a real vector x E R" an integer relation for x is a non-zero vector m E Zn with zero inner product < m , x > = 0 . This paper studies the following computational problem: given x E R" find a nearby point x' to x and a short integer relation m for x' so that there is no much closer point iE to x having a very short integer relation. Let X(x) denote the length < m,m > 1 / 2 of the shortest integer relation m for x. Given x E R" and Q E IN our algorithm finds a nearby point x' and an integer relation m for x' satisfying 0 A@) 2 a12 holds for all Z E R" with 0 Ez(llmll/X(x')) 5 2"/2 where E, is the expected llx -TI1 < 1 1 2 -X ' I I P value for random x with (1x1( = 1 0 llmll 5 2 0 ( n * ( 1 0 g~)~) if 2 = IC' then llmll 5 2 q min{ X(x), a } . 0-8186-6915-2195 $04.00 0 1995 IEEE The nearby point is 'good' in t,he sense that there is no E R" , within half the x'-distance from x, having an integer relation of length at most a / 2 . The integer relation m is for random x up to an average factor 2"12 a shortest integer relation for x' . It is also short in an absolute sense satisfying the crude upper bound For real input x the algorithm uses at most O(n4(n + loga)) many arithmetic operations on real numbers using exact arithmetic. If the input z is rational, x = ( P I , . . . , p n ) / q with integers p~, . . . ,p,, q , then the arithmetic operations are on integers. The bit length of these integers is bounded polynomially in n + log a + log( 1)qx112) . For non-rational z the solution z' E R" may be non-rational as well. The above stated properties of the ouput (x', m ) do not only hold for the input x but they hold for every Z satisfying 1 1 . -TI1 < ))z -5'11/2. Without this stability property the problem is easy to solve. A short integer relation for a close approximation x' to x can be found by the L3-algorithm for lattice basis reduction (71. However this does not exclude that a much closer point 2 admits a much shorter integer relation. The first polynomial time algorithm, which for arbitrary real x produces a 'good' lower bound for X(x) has been designed by Hastad, Just, Lagarias and Schnorr [5] . For given z , a the HJLS-algorithm either finds an integer relation m for z with llm1I2 5 2n-2 min{ a2 } or it proves that X(x) 2 a .
Our algorithm may be important in case that the given x is slightly inaccurate and one searches for a nearby point having a very short integer relation. We are not aware of any previous algorithm for solving this problem. The new algorithm can be extended to find for given x E R" and r E IN a nearby point z' that admits T linearly independent short integer relations ml, . . . , m, . Our algorithm is a stable variant of the HJLS-algorithm, which in turn is a variation of both the L3-algorithm of Lenstra, Lenstra and LovAsz [8] and the generalized continued fraction algorithm presented by Bergman [l] in his notes on 
Notation and definitions
Let at" be the n-dimensional real vector space with the ordinary inner product < . , . > and Euclidean length llyll :=< y,y >112 . A discrete additive subgroup L C IR" is called a lattice. Every lattice is generated by some set of linear independent vectors b l , . . . , b, E L that is called a basis of L , L = { C j " = 1 t 3 b 3 : t 3 E Z , 1 < j 5 m } . W e l e t L ( b l , ..., b,) denote the lattice generated by the basis A non-zero vector m E 22" is called an integer relation for x E R" if < x, m >= 0 . We let A(. ) denote the length llmll :=< m, m >112 of the shortest integer relation m for x, X(x) = 00 if no relation exists.
Throughout the paper we let b l , . . . , b, be an ordered basis of the integer lattice 22" and let bo := x be a non-zero vector in R". We associate with this basis the orthogonal projections
and na : R" -+ s p a n ( b l , , . . . , ,bl-l) ' for i = 1 , . . . , n ,
where spun(b,, . . . , , bl-l) denotes the linear space generated by b,, . . . , b,-l and span(b,, . . . ,6%-1)'its orthogonal complement in R". We abbreviate bz,z := 7rL,+(bt), b, := 7rL(ba) and 2% := n,(z). The vec-
for 15 z 5 k 5 n .
, = E
We call the (ordered) system of vectors bo := z, and & = 7ri(T). From this and (1) we see that
holds provided that the inequalities (4) and (5) are satisfied:
,. and thus 0 < Ilbi,zll < 2 a-l for i = 1,. . . , n .
We modify the HJLS-algorithm so that the basis and its dual satisfy throughout the algorithm the inequalities llakll, IlbkII I 2°(n4+n2('oga)2) , k = 1 1 . . . , n,(6) see Proposition 2. These inequalities hold for arbitrary real input 2.
To obtain (6) we have to perform some sizereduction steps but we cannot afford a complete sizereduction a s i n the L3-algorithm. We only reduce The vectors b, with j < s will be excluded from all further exchange and reduction steps.
Stable integer relation algorithm (SIRA)
Input z E R" , z # 0 , a: E IN. Output X' = x -P n 1 a n .
F O R i = l T O n D O
Comments: 1 . Upon entry of stage k we compute the Gram-Schmidt coefficients p k , j , j = 0,. . . , k -1 and the height square Ck = l~& , z~~z . This computation uses the actual basis vectors b l , . . . , b k -1 and the previously computed entities p],, for 0 5 i < j 5 k -1 and a,. . . , C k -1 . 3. The value maxlliS,c, does never increase. Initially this maximum is at most 1.
The equality
Lemma 1 Upon entry of the WHILE-loop in step 2 we always have 1. c j = llbj,z112 > 0 for j = 1 , . . . , k -1 , ,= ( b,), . . . , ?rS,= ( b k -1 ) is L3 -reduced. . . , a, of the dual basis are T linearly independent integer relations for z ' . Our analysis given below applies to this case as well. T~,z(b~),...,T,,z(bk-l) .
?rS

5 Analysis and correctness
We first prove an upper bound on the length of the vectors in the bases b l , . . . , b, and its dual a l , . . . ,an which holds throughout the algorithm. This bound holds no matter whether the input x is rational or irrational. The result is based on the restricted sizereduction of step 2.3. It becomes wrong if we change the algorithm to either perform full size-reduction or to perform no size-reduction at all. Proposition 2 Let the input x be an arbitrary real vector. Throughout the algorithm the basis bl , . . . , b, and its dual a l , . . . , a, satisfy Thus the bit length of the coordinates of b k and a k is at most O(n4 + n2(log(r)2). From this we obtain, for rational inputs x , a polynomial bound for the bit length of the integers occuring in the algorithm. As a consequence the algorithm has polynomial bit complexity for rational inputs x. Theorem 3 Let the input x be rational with ( P I , . . . , p n ) / q and P I , . . . , p , , Let the rational input be x = bo = (PI,. . . , p n ) / q with p l , . . . , p n , q E Z. Then a common de5ominator for the coordinates of the rational vector b,,x is the integer q2 det( < bj, bl >)oLj,l<i .
We see from Proposition 2 and the Hadamard inequality that this integer is in absolute value at most 11qx112 2°(n4i+n2i(ioga)2) . It follows that all integers occuring in the algorithm are at most 11qz112 2°(n5+n3(ioga)2) in absolute value. iterations of this loop with 1 values j . so b y ) is bk before entering the loop, and br-") is the vector bk upon termination of the loop. The following can be proved by straightforward induction, see [9] . The number of passes of step 2.3 is at most " n + t h e number of swaps in step 2.4". Hastad, Just, Lagarias and Schnorr show that the number of swaps is at most (y) ((log,/3 2)n + 2 log, a ) . This is because every swap of bk-1 , bk in step 2.4 decreases the product nyz; (max{ll%E,2112 2 n , a -2 ) ) n -a by at least a factor $ . Initially this product is at most 2 n 3 / 2 and upon termination it is at least a-nz .
Thus the number of passes of step 2.3 is at most ( : ) ((lOg4/3 2)n + 2 log2 a ) + n . Let Bterm , Binit denote the maximum Euclidean length of the terminal, respectively initial, basis vectors. We have yields B . 4. I f s = x' then llm1I2 5 2n-2 min{ A ( x )~, a2 } .
Note that (4) has been proved by [5] . 
Proof
/.
where n , -~,~( b , ) , r n ( b n ) are the parts of nn-l(bn) that are orthogonal to E,-l and bn-l. Due to the L3-reduction b,-l /Ilbn-l 11 is a close approximation proaches 1 . This follows from the error bounds for diophantine approximation by the generalized continued fraction algorithm proved in [6]. Moreover b $ ! , is the vector brw after the last swap bn--l-bn. The L3-reduction subsequent to the last swap bn--l-bn can still increase bzEy3x to the final bn.-l,x. However, for random x we must Throughout the algorithm the basis b l , ..., b, generates the lattice 22;" and thus n det(L(b1,...,b,)) = nll&ll = 1 .
z(bn)ll/llnn(bn)ll ap-
j = 1
A where we use that llbj,zll 5 a-' , j = 1 , . . . , n -1 . 0
Proposition 7 raises the question whether the distance llzz'll is for random z on the average proportional to llzll / Ilmll. This point requires further study.
Proof. Since the vector a, = *~n~~X~~~-2 is integer and z' is of the special form we see that is a rational vector with denominator q. Thus Proposition 2 implies 1 1 2 -z'll 2 q-l llLl12 = q-l llanll-2 >q-i 2 -0 ( n 4 + n 2 ( 1~g~) 2 )
. U
